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What is What is DysarthriaDysarthria??
A neurological motor speech impairmentA neurological motor speech impairment

characterisedcharacterised by slow, weak, imprecise andby slow, weak, imprecise and//or or 
uncoordinated movements of the speech uncoordinated movements of the speech 
musculaturemusculature..

Speech is often difficult to understand Speech is often difficult to understand 
((unintelligibleunintelligible) ) and variable and variable ((inconsistentinconsistent))
Frequently associated with other physical Frequently associated with other physical 
disabilities disabilities 
170/100170/100 000000
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Intelligibility and ConsistencyIntelligibility and Consistency
‘‘NormalNormal’’ speech will be almost speech will be almost 100100% % 
understandable to listener understandable to listener ((intelligibilityintelligibility) ) and and 
with few with few articulatoryarticulatory differences over time differences over time 
((consistencyconsistency).).

‘‘SevereSevere’’ dysarthricdysarthric speech may be completely speech may be completely 
unintelligibleunintelligible to a Unfamiliar Communication to a Unfamiliar Communication 
Partner and then  shows high variability Partner and then  shows high variability 
((inconsistencyinconsistency) ) of speechof speech..
But somehow, for the same speech, to a But somehow, for the same speech, to a 
Familiar Communication Partner it shows some Familiar Communication Partner it shows some 
consistency of key elementsconsistency of key elements which will make it which will make it 
more more intelligibleintelligible to the familiar listenerto the familiar listener..
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Benefits of ASR for Benefits of ASR for dysarthriadysarthria
to convert human speech signals into to convert human speech signals into 
effective actions effective actions ((ECUECU))
to use ASR as an interface to type or send to use ASR as an interface to type or send 
signals to a speech synthesizer that would signals to a speech synthesizer that would 
translate difficult to understand translate difficult to understand dysarthricdysarthric
speech into a more recognizable form speech into a more recognizable form 

ASR is concerned with ASR is concerned with consistency of key consistency of key 
elementselements
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Commercial SRS TestsCommercial SRS Tests

56.75%56.75%
((82.36%82.36%))

46.99%46.99%
((85.82%85.82%))

VoicePadVoicePad PlatinumPlatinum
((KurzweilKurzweil Education Education 
Systems IncSystems Inc.).)

61.96%61.96%
((87.72%87.72%))

67.40%67.40%
((92.04%92.04%))

Dragon Naturally Speaking Dragon Naturally Speaking 
3.03.0
((Dragon Systems IncDragon Systems Inc.).)

52.93%52.93%
((78.85%78.85%))

52.23%52.23%
((87.96%87.96%))

Microsoft DictationMicrosoft Dictation
((Microsoft CorporationMicrosoft Corporation))

Preselected Novel

Data from ISAA (International Society for Augmentative and Alternative Communication, Sept. 2000)
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Consonant ErrorConsonant Error

Normal Dysarthria

/suung4 nvng1/ /suung4 nvng1/
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Word Word ““มะละกอมะละกอ”” produced byproduced by
one one Normal and two Normal and two DysarthriaDysarthria speakersspeakers
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SpectrogramSpectrogram

\ciip1 daap1 phuut2\

Normal

Dysarthria
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Vowel areas of six normal speakersVowel areas of six normal speakers
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Vowel areas of one Vowel areas of one dysarthriadysarthria
speakerspeaker
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Thai TonesThai Tones
Thai is a tone languageThai is a tone language..

There are There are 55 lexical toneslexical tones..
•• midmid สามัญสามัญ
•• lowlow เอกเอก
•• fallfall โทโท
•• highhigh ตรีตรี
•• riserise จัตวาจัตวา
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The identification of a Thai tone relies on the shape 
of fundamental frequency (F0) contour.
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FF00 of Normal Speakerof Normal Speaker

/paa0 paa1 paa2 paa3 paa4/
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FF00 of Dysarthric Speakerof Dysarthric Speaker

/paa0 paa1 paa2 paa3 paa4/
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Speech CorporaSpeech Corpora
Three speech corporaThree speech corpora::

DigitsDigits:: 1010 wordswords
AdverbsAdverbs: : 1010 wordswords
VerbsVerbs: : 1616 wordswords

4 4 normal normal speakersspeakers ((6 6 -- 8 8 yearsyears))

4 4 dysarthric dysarthric speakersspeakers ((7 7 -- 13 13 yearsyears))

read all three sets for read all three sets for five trialsfive trials

1616--bitbit, , 16 16 kHzkHz sampling ratesampling rate. . 
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Baseline systemBaseline system
1212th th RASTARASTA, , 25 25 msms frameframe sizesize

ThreeThree--layer layer FeedforwardFeedforward NeuralNeural NetworkNetwork
180 180 inputinput nodesnodes
5050--5050--100100 hidden nodes for digit, adverb and hidden nodes for digit, adverb and 
verb setsverb sets
1010--1010--1616 for digit, adverb and verb setsfor digit, adverb and verb sets

55--FoldFold CrossCross--ValidationValidation

Trained by Trained by the error backthe error back--propagation algorithmpropagation algorithm
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Using Using Average Magnitude Different FunctionAverage Magnitude Different Function
((AMDFAMDF) ) algorithmalgorithm

Normalized  by transforming the Hertz values to a Normalized  by transforming the Hertz values to a 
zz--scorescore using mean and standard deviation of using mean and standard deviation of 
each speakereach speaker

Smoothed using the Smoothed using the 33rdrd order polynomial order polynomial 
regressionregression

Use Use ffiveive FF00’’ss andand theirtheir derivativesderivatives at at 00, , 2525, , 5050, , 
7575, and , and 100100% % as as tone modelstone models

ToneTone ModelsModels
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F0 contour

5% 23% 41% 59% 77% 95%

RASTA extraction

Normalization

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

F0(1)

72 
Input Node

50 
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Output Node

10 
Input Node

dF0(1)
F0(2)
dF0(2)

F0(3)
dF0(3)

F0(4)
dF0(4)

F0(5)
dF0(5)
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98.197.299.599.099.599.0Avg

95.095.098.098.0100.0100.0F2

98.797.5100.098.098.096.0F1

98.797.5100.0100.0100.0100.0M2

100.098.7100.0100.0100.0100.0M1

+TONEBaseline+TONEBaseline+TONEBaseline

VERB (16)ADVERB (10)DIGIT (10)

Experiment results for normal Experiment results for normal 
speakerspeaker
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Experiment results for Experiment results for dysarthricdysarthric
speakerspeaker

85.883.389.087.590.086.5Avg
--80.080.086.080.0DF2

92.588.794.094.0100.098. 0DF1

93.792.598.096.094.092.0DM2

71.268.784.080.080.076.0DM1

+TONEBaseline+TONEBaseline+TONEBaseline

VERB (16)ADVERB (10)DIGIT (10)
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ConclusionConclusion
ASR is concerned with consistency of key ASR is concerned with consistency of key 
elementselements
We We demonstrateddemonstrated thatthat incorporatingincorporating tonetone models models 
improvedimproved thethe recognitionrecognition performanceperformance forfor
dysarthric dysarthric speakersspeakers..
Other Other prosodicprosodic informationinformation suchsuch asas durationduration andand
stressstress modelingmodeling willwill be be investigatedinvestigated inin ourour futurefuture
workwork..


